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This user manual was originally written in English.

Please read the instructions carefully before using.
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PLACING�ITEMS�IN�THE�SHOWCASE

WARRANTY�&�SERVICE
Warranty�is�valid�for�one�year�from�the�date�of�purchase.
The�warranty�covers�defective�parts�and�workmanship.Thefollowing�items�are�not�covered�under�
warranty:
����1.Loss�of�products.
����2.Damages�caused�by�transportation.
����3.Damages�caused�by�modifications�made�by �unauthorized�individuals.
����4.Fluorescent�lights,glass�parts�or�plastic�component�parts.
����5.Worn�out�plugs�or�defective�electrical�components.
����6.Maintenance�of�the�unit.
Warranty�is�valid�showing�the�purchase�receipt.
We�offer�a�professional�service�network�which�offers�the�necessary�technical�support�for�your�unit.

-WARNING:Keep ventilation openings,in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure,clear of obstruction.

-WARNING:Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process,

            other than those recommender by the manufacturer.

-WARNING:Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.

-WARNING:Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments of the            

            appliance,unless they are of the type recommended by the manufacturer.

-WARNING:This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical,

            sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision 

            or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.

-WARNING:Children shall not play with the appliance.

-WARNING:Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.

-WARNING:If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly

                     qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

In�case�the�unit�shows�operating�problems,
check�the�following�prior�to�calling�the�authorized�service�company:

SYMPTOMS

The�unit�is�not�
operating

POSSIBLE�CAUSE SOLUTION

Not�reaching�
desired�
temperature

Abnormal�noises

Water�on�the�floor

Faulty�electrical�contact

Poor�electrical�power

Thermostat�setting�"0"

Unit�is�exposed�to�direct�sun�light

Thermostat�is�not�propertly�adjusted

Clogger�condenser

Blocked�grills

Door�not�properly�closed

Products�poorly�distributed�
or�excess�product�load

For�Models�with�electronic�
temperature�controller,indicates�E0�or�E1

The�unit�is�not�properly�level

Friction�with�other�objects

Drain�hose�is�outside�of�the�drain�pan

Verify�electrical�connections

Check�the�power�connection�and�electrical�outlet

Change�the�thermostat�setting�to�a�higher�number

Relocate�the�unit�to�a�shaded�area

Adjust�the�thermostat�setting�to�a�higher�number

Review�Maintenance�instrutions�listed�in�the�manual

Clean�the�grills�of�any�debris�collected

Check�the�leveling�of�the�unit�and�door�seal

Redistribute�the�product�load�according�
Start�instrutions

Unplug�the�unit�from�the�outlet.If�the�error�
continues,contact�an�authorized�service�
technician

Level�the�unit�following�the�Installation�instructions

Move�the�unit�and�avoid�contact�with�other�objects

Lovate�the�hose�in�the�drain�pan

The�following�warnings�only�used�for�the�product�with�refrigerant�R290
-WARNING:Equipment is only allowed to transport and place in the normal way, during transportation, we need to ensure

            heat from sun radiation to equipment is not more than 60 ℃ , so as to protect refrigeration unit. 

-WARNING:Equipment should be installed in a well-ventilated place, avoid larger thermal radiation.(Prohibit in front of 

            a heater or heating equipment)

-WARNING:For any types of maintenance and well-keeping, need to stop power supply first,  and professional personnel

                     is required.

-WARNING:R290 discharge is only allowed to operate in well-ventilated room or outdoor, open flame is prohibit.

-WARNING:LED light is not allowed to replace by oneself, but by professional maintenance personnel.

-WARNING:Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a flammable propellant in this appliance.

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes throughout 

the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, 

recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, 

please use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They 

can take this product for environmental safe recycling.

For glass door colder, the interior temperature will be kept at 0~10℃ under +38℃ ambient temperature. If 

the ambinet temperature is extremely high or the stuffing food inside is too much, that might cause the 

interior temperature a little bit higher. So, it would be better to adjust the digital controller by setting a lower 

temperature so as to maintain the right temperature. On the opposite, if the ambient temperature is very 

low or empty loaded, or in less food storage, the interior temperature. might be able to reach minus -

30℃ ,and in return to cause the evaporator ice up; Thus, it would be better to re-adjust the digital controller 

by setting a higher temperature.
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